
Profile
Lawley Automotive Group is southern Arizona’s largest auto
dealership group. With dealerships in Arizona and New Mexico,
they offer 10 new car lines including Ford, Honda, Chevrolet,
Toyota, Kia, Buick, Hyundai, and Nissan, a large selection of
used cars, a full-service collision center, and automotive parts and
service. Headquartered in Sierra Vista, Arizona, the group prides
itself on its commitment to its customers and to offering great
discounts with friendly service.

Michael Christie is the Director of Information Technology for
Lawley Automotive. When he joined the company in December
2009, he discovered a system that allowed employees unlimited
access to the Internet. He needed a way to monitor and regulate
network activity while allowing the company to move forward
with new technologies like VoIP.
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Background
Lawley Automotive Group started over ten years ago as a single
Chevy dealership. It has grown to nine dealerships in four locations
with over 150 employees. During that growth it used outside
contractors for all its information technology planning and manage-
ment. The contractors worked on a project basis, with no overall
plan for the company’s network needs. Since there was no dedicated
ownership of the network, each dealership had its own Internet
connection and network of workstations with a variety of different
equipment and software.

When Mike Christie took over IT for the company, he found an infra-
structure of loose chaos with lots of old, unnecessary, or improperly
configured equipment. There was no centralized network manage-
ment for the dealerships, no company-wide policies or rules for
Internet access, just point-to-point T1 connections linking the sites.
And with the equipment that was in place he had no way of knowing
what was going on. As Mike says, “You can’t improve something if
you can’t measure it.”
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Automotive Dealership Takes Control and
Enhances Employee Productivity with
NETGEAR® UTM Appliances



ZERO SCAREWARE INCIDENTS AND INCREASED
PRODUCTIVITY

Since the UTM appliances have been in operation, Mike sees that
productivity is up. Staff no longer access Facebook or surf the web,
and network response time and performance has improved. He also
reports the scareware incidents have been reduced to zero.

Now Mike doesn’t have to walk around and observe to see what’s
going on. He can examine reports that show him all the information
he needs, such as which Internet sites are being accessed and how
much bandwidth is being used.

Mike choose the NETGEAR ProSecure UTMs because they provide
a single device that can take care of all his needs – filtering out
undesirable traffic, blocking access to harmful sites, and eliminating
wasted bandwidth. He achieved better control of the network, more
secure communication between the dealerships, and increased
employee productivity.  
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GETTING A HANDLE ON SCAREWARE AND LOST EMPLOYEE
PRODUCTIVITY

Computers are used in all parts of the business, from the sales floor to
parts and service to the back office accounting department. When Mike
first took over, he started his job by studying how the company used the
network. He found that viruses were a common problem, even though
each dealership had installed a version of desktop antivirus software.
Two or three times a week, Mike had to deal with the results of what he
calls “scareware”, when an employee accessing a site got a sudden
pop-up telling them they had a potential virus and to “click here to
correct the problem”. “These are car people… not computer people”,
says Mike. It took a lot of his time to scan the PCs and remove the
offending software. 

From observing the employees, Mike saw that many were on-line most 
of the day, but he had no way of determining if their activity was work
related or not. The company’s basic networking devices provided no
way of tracking and controlling Internet usage. Mike couldn’t tell if the
staff were checking parts for orders and car inventory in other locations,
or if they were shopping for Beany Babies on eBay. He found many
employees innocently accessing streaming audio and video on their
desktop PC’s without realizing how much bandwidth they consumed 
and how it might affect network performance and security. He needed 
a better way to block potentially harmful traffic, reduce bandwidth
hogging activity, and control the types of Internet access.

NETGEAR PROSECURE UTM APPLIANCES CONNECT AND
PROTECT THE LAWLEY NETWORK

Mike made a lot of changes to unify and add more control to the Lawley
Automotive network. He reorganized the company network around three
main geographical locations and deployed a new infrastructure design
utilizing NETGEAR ProSecure UTM appliances. He implemented a
metropolitan Ethernet for the closely located sites in Sierra Vista and
Benson, AZ with a UTM150 that routes all the headquarters traffic. 
Two other remote dealerships in Silver City, NM were equipped with 
a UTM25 and a UTM10.  
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He added a consistent desktop anti-virus software package across
all the dealerships to help reduce harmful attacks. He augmented
this by configuring each UTM with a firewall to block malicious
activity and implementing content filtering. Mike really appreciates
the UTM’s ability to block Internet access by category. It was one of
the deciding factors in choosing the NETGEAR appliances for the
company. For example, with a simple click of a check box, he can
block access to all “shopping”, “entertainment”, and “sports” sites
instead of entering a long list of specific URLs. By using file extension
blocking to prevent access to streaming audio and video like MSN
news feeds or YouTube, Mike has been able to close continuously
open connections thereby reducing the risk of virus attacks and
other damaging traffic. The company has been able to reclaim
wasted bandwidth.

The UTM appliances operate as gateways and are configured to
provide a VPN connection between the locations, creating a triangular
network linking the sites. Now the dealerships can simply and
securely share information with each other. Mike states the VPNs
between the three major sites were very easy to setup using the
ProSecure VPN Wizard software, and the connections perform
without any problems. “They’re solid!” he says.




